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April 20, 2015 

Teachers, 

As we approach the most important time of the year for students, teachers, schools and the district, I 
wanted to offer a few important reminders. 

- As students succeed, we succeed as educators. We often separate the two; however, they are 
strongly connected. As we make final preparations leading up tot the state assessments and 
final course/grade-level requirements, keep student success at the forefront. At this point we 
should be pulling out all the stops, using focused strategies that are directly aligned to state 
exams and final requirements.  

- Collaborate with other teachers in your building, across the district or in other districts. If you 
are uncertain about your preparation plans – find a teacher in your building and work together. 
We have teachers in our district who are doing fantastic jobs with preparing students to be 
successful – talk with your principal he or she can help you connect.  

- What students are expected to know and be able to are not secrets. The state assessment 
released items and final course and grade level requirements are made available to everyone. 
Here again, utilize the resources and strategies that are made available to you. I would 
encourage you not to re-invent the wheel as someone in your building or in the district knows 
how to develop strategic preparation plans that you can use. 

- Emphasize the importance of attendance to your students, not necessarily verbally, but through 
the daily class expectations. If you are class expectations are high and engaging, students will 
realize that they need to be in class. If you question this approach, look at the teachers who 
themselves are at school each day and look at their classroom expectations. Students want to be 
engaged and challenged intellectually – this is the time to do so. 

- Communicate student success. Students, like educators, need to hear, see and feel success. Now 
is the time to put your cheerleading outfit on and really encourage students to succeed. Assist 
students in preparing for the state assessments and final grade/course requirements – why 
would you not? Keep learning fun and engaging, exhibit positivity and give high fives as many 
times during the day that you can. Students need to be excited full of hope, not down and 
depressed walking in on test day. What sense does it make to have depressed students on test 
day?  

Teachers, this is the time to pull out all the stops and really prepare our students for success. Make 
sure that your instruction, activities, preparations are strategic and focused on state assessments 
and final grade/course requirements. Again, seek help if you are not sure how to create a focused 
preparation plan for students. Be sure to offer before and after-school tutoring sessions for 
students. Tutoring should also be strategic – not scattered trying to hit all the standards in one 
afternoon. Encourage students to be successful.  As students succeed, we succeed.  



  

 
 

Thank you for what you do for students in Fleming County. Let’s make sure that we Finish Strong, as 
students are depending on us. As students succeed, we succeed. 

Our Journey Continues… 

 

Brian K. Creasman 
FCS Superintendent 

  
  
  
 


